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As the days get shorter and we settle into the cooler months, the political heat is subsiding 
after the Federal Budget. The Budget provided an annual snapshot of the state of 
Australia’s economy: Treasurer Scott Morrison forecast a budget deficit of $37.6 billion this 
financial year, dropping to a deficit of $29.4 billion in 2017-18.  
 
While stopping short of guaranteeing a return to surplus, the Treasurer projects the budget 
will be back in the black by 2020-21. The improving budget bottom line is predicated on 
an expected rebound in economic growth from 1.75 per cent this year to 2.75 per cent 
next year and 3 per cent beyond that, as the local and global economies pick up steam. 
  
The government pledged to focus on good debt for productive purposes, with projects 
such as its $75 billion infrastructure program. While reining in recurrent spending, net debt 
is expected to peak next year at 19.8 per cent of GDP, falling to 17.6 per cent in 2020-21.  
 
Inflation is expected to remain at the lower end of the Reserve Bank’s 2-3 per cent target 
band, due to a soft jobs market and low wages growth.  
 
In Europe eyes will look towards the UK general election held on June 8, while in the US 
domestic demand is firming up, strengthening the case for the Federal Reserve to raise 
rates again. 
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